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Abstract: 

 
The capacity to find images with granularity—i.e., finding images through image-based searching—is 

requisite to increase the usefulness of image-based research for the digital humanities. As evident 

through the National Endowment for the Humanities’s data challenge, which invited scholars and 

students “to produce creative web-based projects demonstrating the potential for using the [textual] 

data found in Chronicling America,” i digital newspaper collections are a rich source for digital 

humanities research. Chronicling America’s search interface and application programming interface 

(API), however, are restricted to text-based searches, therein limiting the findability of image-based 

content. In their paper on “Library Collections as Humanities Data: The Facet Effect,” Thomas 

Padilla and Devin Higgins elucidate the value of images as a resource which might meet digital 

humanists’ inquiry of images as a substantive source for research.ii The use of computer vision for 

querying image-based digital collections enables users to find image content which, due to the lack of 

image tagging and description, might not otherwise be found through keyword searching. For 

example, in a digitized newspaper collection a user might query the image of an advertisement for 

spectacles which would not return through a keyword search.  
 
The authors propose a case study that applies computer vision image searching to the Farm, Field, 

and Fireside Collection, a collection of 22 historic agricultural newspapers published across the 

United States’s Midwestern region between 1841-1983. The authors will investigate the success of 

using VGG Image Search Engine (VISE), an open source computer vision software developed by the 

Visual Geometry Group (VGG) at the University of Oxford, for searching Farm, Field, and Fireside 

Collection images to find like-images. Using image recognition, VISE identifies and establishes 
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correspondences between images to create an index of image features. Through this research, the 

authors will investigate the potential for integrating VISE within existing newspaper access system 

frameworks, such as Open-ONI, an open source software for searching and browsing digitized 

newspaper collections. Successful implementation of this tool would enable researchers an avenue to 

capitalize upon extensive image collections, thus expanding the capacity for inquiries in the digital 

humanities. 

 
Keywords: image searching, digitized newspapers, digital libraries 

 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

For newspapers, limitations of discovery extend beyond inaccurate interpretation of printed 

text inherent to the process optical character recognition (OCR). Limiting search of 

newspapers solely to full text excludes searching graphical content, such as elaborate 

illustrations for article headings or photographs of historic figures. The capacity to search for 

and comprehensively aggregate image-based content would enable the possibility to delve 

further into understanding culture and society as represented across digital collections. One of 

the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign’s (U of I) most highly visited digital 

collections, with over six thousand users per month, iii  the Illinois Digital Newspaper 

Collections (IDNC) offers researchers, as of the time of this writing, open and free access to 

129 historic digitized newspaper titles, comprising 150,215 issues of 1,560,385 pages with 

6,887,660 articles. The Farm, Field, and Fireside Collection, one of the featured collections in 

IDNC, offers a unique glimpse into turn-of-the-century rural life. Newspaper titles range from 

the Farmer’s Wife, a newspaper dedicated to domestic life on American farms to the Prairie 

Farmer, which pioneered new schools of agricultural techniques. Many of these newspapers 

prominently feature exemplars of early American graphics. Advertisements with eye-catching 

images leap off pages, while ornate scripts are employed for regular column features. In 

current discovery and access systems for newspapers, finding these graphics has been limited 

to browsing. Image searching opens the possibility to increase discovery of this rich content. 

In this paper, the authors investigate and evaluate VISE, a tool for image searching, to test its 

feasibility to increase discovery of historic newspaper content.  

 

1.1 Image Searching 

Discovery of complex collections, rich with text and graphics cannot be achieved solely 

through simple text searches.  The capacity to conduct image queries would increase 

discovery of content, uncovering relationships across vast collections that often exceed tens of 

terabytes of content. An existing software that enables this is the VGG Image Search Engine 

(VISE). VISE is an open source project developed by the Visual Geometry Group (VGG),iv 

which is supported by an Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) 

programme grant, Seebibyte: Visual Search for the Era of Big Data.v The authors chose this 

tool due to its previous and successful implementation of image-matching for discovery of the 

Broadside Ballads Online. In 2011, Dr. Giles Bergel, faculty member at Oxford University 

partnered with the Bodleian Library and Professor Andrew Zisserman of the VGG to test 

VISE on a sample dataset of 800 images from the Bodleian Broadside Ballads database, with 

a specific focus given to woodcut images found on ballad sheets printed from the 16th and 

17th centuries. Upon successful implementation of VISE for the Ballads collection, 

Coordinator of the Centre for the Study of the Book Alexandra Franklin stated that: “The 

results were impressive: the pilot proved that software can match woodcut images on multiple 
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printings, in varying conditions.”vi The image match tool enables users to create their own 

query regions to search and compare images across the entire dataset, which currently stands 

at 916 images. Through VISE, users are able to establish image matches, enabling users to 

compare and contrast printing artefacts and woodcut discrepancies.  

 

1.2 Newspapers as Data for Digital Humanities 

Similar to English broadside ballads in their cultural and social importance, yet distinct in 

their layout and distribution, newspapers in the United States are an ever-increasing source of 

interest for historians, genealogists, educators, and digital humanists. The National Digital 

Newspaper Program (NDNP), a partnership between the National Endowment for the 

Humanities (NEH) and the Library of Congress (LC) serves to preserve and provide access to 

digitized newspaper collections from across the United States. In providing access to the full 

text through an application programming interface (API), the project has turned a keen eye to 

collections as data. This interest is at the forefront of projects such as the NEH’s Chronicling 

America Data Challenge, vii  as well as the LC’s “Beyond Words” project. viii  The former 

illustrates the feasibility of millions of pages of openly accessible and standardized digitized 

newspaper content to be used by the public on projects exploring new avenues and bringing 

data to research in fields such as digital humanities, genealogy, and microhistory. Chronicling 

America, the Library of Congress’s newspaper access platform, was built and developed not 

only to provide access and preservation for digitized newspapers produced through NDNP, 

but also to facilitate projects such as those detailed in Thomas and Grohsgal’s 2017 

presentation, “Opening the Doors Wide: The US National Digital Newspaper Program, Open 

Data and the NEH Chronicling America Data Challenge.” They state that, “[s]ince building 

the collection and releasing NDNP data in open, standardized, and easily understood formats, 

researchers in the digital humanities have used the collection in a variety of ways to explore 

historic newspapers from different angles than used in close-reading approaches.”ix Similarly, 

Beyond Words enables users to mark images, transcribe any text from the image, and verify 

the other users’ work. Beyond Words utilizes a fork of the Scribe API, x an open-source 

software made popular by Zooniverse, a crowdsourcing portal that allows any user to 

contribute to research.xi All crowdsourced data produced by Beyond Words is made freely 

available as JSON objects, thus allowing users to further explore content in myriad other 

ways. These projects illustrate the many possible applications of digitized U.S. newspaper 

content to digital humanities projects. In conceiving digitized newspapers as data, the authors 

propose to use images from the Farm, Field, and Fireside Collection to provide alternative 

avenues for users to explore content. By accessing collections through VISE, the authors hope 

that, similar to Beyond Words, users will engage with the unique trove of images across U.S. 

newspapers. 

 

1.3 Potential Challenges 

The authors anticipated a number of challenges with the application of VISE to a 19th and 

20th century U.S.-based newspaper collection. Chief among these is scale: the Farm, Field, 

and Fireside Collection is comprised of 396,431 TIFF images, totaling 193.25 GB. Unlike the 

ballads, the primary feature of most newspapers are not images, but rather lengthy articles of 

segmented text, interspersed with various graphics ranging from full-page advertisements to 

small and intricate company logos. The authors expected initial set-up and configuration, as 

well as indexing all images from this collection to require a significant amount of time and 

computing resources. Furthermore, VISE only processes images which use JPEG compression 

and have a file extension of .jpg or .jpeg. As such, all files had to be transformed from TIFF to 

JPEG, thus increasing required time and resources, and opening the possibility of various file 
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conversion issues (e.g. data corruption). In order to address these challenges, the authors 

anticipated the potential need to select representative titles from the main collection to create 

smaller, less resource-intensive uses of VISE for image index and searching. While limiting 

the scale of their sample, the authors hope that this preliminary research illustrates the 

possible applications for VISE to enhance discovery of digitized newspapers.  

2 METHODS 

2.1 Dataset 

The initial proposed dataset of 396,431 TIFF files was retrieved from the U of I’s digital 

preservation repository, Medusa.xii While Medusa accepts all files created as part of a digital 

project deliverable (i.e., preservation and access files), some collections that were 

retroactively ingested into Medusa do not consist of all files. Among these partial collections 

is the Farm, Field and Fireside Collection, for which only the preservation (i.e., TIFF) files are 

stored in Medusa. To meet VISE’s requirement for image compatibility, the authors 

transformed the TIFF images to JPEG using GraphicsMagick, IrfanView, and ImageMagick. 

Of these conversion tools, IrfanView proved the most successful, which the authors detail in 

section 3 Discussion.  

 

The Farm, Field and Fireside Collection consists of “22 unique rural American titles with a 

focus on agriculture, politics, family life, and farming technology...[showcasing] the 

transformation of American agriculture during the turn of the 20th century.”xiii The result of a 

multi-year effort that began in 2008, access to these digitized newspapers was made possible 

by “federal, state, and private funding” sources.xiv One of the earliest newspaper digitization 

projects led by the U of I, Farm, Field and Fireside was hosted on the U of I’s first newspaper 

access solution, Olive ActivePaper Archive, xv  and later migrated to the current system, 

Veridian Software. Throughout the years, the access and preservation policies of the U of I 

changed considerably, with all newspaper digitization now conforming to NDNP technical 

specifications, which requires the deliverable of TIFF, JPEG2000, PDF, and METS/ALTO 

files.xvi Prior to this, many newspaper digitization projects, including the Farm, Field, and 

Fireside Collection, utilized TIFF as the sole digital deliverable. 

 

As anticipated, the authors encountered difficulties using VISE to index large file sets. 

Considering time and resources, the authors revised the dataset to feature two subsets to run 

on local VISE instances: the first consists of the Farmer's Wife (St. Paul, Minn., 1906-1939); 

the second of three titles: Western Rural and American Stockman (Chicago, Ill., 1879-1894), 

Western Rural and Livestock Weekly (Chicago, Ill., 1896-1898), Western Rural (Chicago, Ill., 

1868-1883). The first test to index and search from the Farmer’s Wife was limited to 1917-

1918, years in which the United States participated in World War I. Totaling 546 images,xvii 

this set demonstrates the possibilities of VISE for smaller, more focused projects, such as 

image search of newspapers published during a historically significant time range. Farmer’s 

Wife offers an example of how VISE functions on a title comprised of extensive 

representation of both graphics and text (see figure 1). This title is illustrative of several early 

20th-century newspapers present in IDNC, featuring regular and syndicated text columns, as 

well as manifold advertisements. 
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Figure 1. Published June 1917, this image is a representative example the Farmer’s Wife. 

 

The second search index, unifying the Western Rural trio is made up of 962 weekly issues 

comprising 13,182 images. These titles were selected to offer insight into how the tool might 

enable researchers to find like-content across newspaper titles, thus providing a microcosm for 

a traditional digital newspaper collection comprised of dozens of titles.  

 

2.2 Environment  

Available as a Docker container, xviii  VISE can be run on Windows, macOS, and Linux 

operating systems. To create and maintain an image search engine, VISE produces several 

pieces of application data, which are created locally. The image indexing process is managed 

through a web browser, where the user initiates a search engine and can follow the process 

progress (figure 2). The end-user search interface is also accessed through a web browser, 

where the user can create search queries from the existing dataset or by uploading individual 

images to search against the collection.  
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Figure 2. VISE indexing process running on a MacBook Pro (2018). 

 

Outlined in figure 3 is the directory structure of application data created for each search 

engine. Of note, the search_engine application data includes machine learning training files 

(training_data), log files (log), and derivative image files (img).  

 

+ vise 

|   + application_data 

|   |   + log 

|   |   + search_engines 

|   |   |   + [name_of_engine] 

|   |   |   |   + img 

|   |   |   |   + tmp 

|   |   |   |   + training_data 

 
Figure 3. Outline of VISE application_data directory structure. 

 

With support from the U of I Library IT, the authors set up an Amazon Web Services (AWS) 

Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) environment to support the process for indexing the entire 

Farm, Field, and Fireside Collection. In addition to the ultimately unsuccessful application of 

the tool on the EC2 instance, the authors simultaneously processed the Farmer’s Wife and 

Western Rural trio subsets on their macOS and Ubuntu local environments, respectively. Each 

of the environments used for preprocessing images and running VISE are detailed in (see 

appendix 1).  

 

2.3 Searches 

VISE search results are dependent upon the search query, which, will vary with every search 

instance, due to the fact that the searching query is indexed at the time of the search. 

Conducting a total of 102 searches on their local environments—50 across Farmer’s Wife and 

52 across the Western Rural trio,xix the authors have attempted to simulate iterative search 

behavior of a user. The 102 searches were distributed at random across the four titles, 
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focusing on graphic, text, and combination (graphic/text) representations of newspaper 

content. With each search, the authors documented the source (filename), type of search 

(graphic, text, combination), positive results (i.e., those which had non-zero scores), and 

positive result score. 

 

VISE returns results in order of their match accuracy, or “score.” Results include true 

positives, images which contain the same visual features; and false positives, images which 

may have corresponding visual features but do not match. The authors have further divided 

“true positives” into “exact true positives” and “non-exact true positives.” The former 

indicates that a match contains the same features (e.g., identical print block for an 

advertisement), and the latter includes like-matches (e.g., distinct images of different horses). 

Alongside distinguishing between types of positive results, the authors collected three scores: 

the origin image score, which was always the highest; the highest non-origin image score; and 

the lowest true positive.  

3 DISCUSSION 

The authors considered VISE a foundation for exploring the possibilities of image search for 

newspapers. When scoping the project, the authors recognized that VISE would likely require 

substantial revision to be useful in a production environment. Given the timeline for sharing 

valuable findings, the authors chose to prioritize identifying preliminary results on the success 

of image-based searching rather than troubleshooting errors when running VISE.  

 

3.1 Analysis  

3.1.1 Environment 

As the authors previously stated, they encountered technical issues which prevented them 

from completing the intended scope of this project, i.e. indexing the complete Farm, Field, 

and Fireside Collection. Rather than forcing their original research agenda, the authors limited 

their data processing and collection in an effort to provide informative, albeit preliminary 

findings. Testing VISE on the EC2 environment successfully produced a search engine of 284 

images. However, when running the complete Farm, Field, and Fireside Collection, the 

authors experienced issues with Docker ports breaking and VISE processes terminating prior 

to completion, which led them to the decision to abandon the large-scale processes for the 

purposes of this project. After VISE terminated in the middle of processing the Farmer’s Wife 

(14,389 images), the authors limited the processing scope for the macOS environment to the 

546 images of newspaper pages published between 1917-1918. The full set of 13,182 images 

from the Western Rural trio titles completed processing on the Linux without failure. 

 

While augmenting approaches to discovery and access of digital collections, VISE has 

inherent flaws which make it a challenging tool for those unable to troubleshoot 

undocumented and unexpected issues. Chief among these challenges are static and inaccurate 

processing predictions, an unresponsive user interface, and issues in processing large file 

stores. Figure 4 is an example of the overview a user sees when initializing a search engine 

index. In this example, the predicted time for indexing the images is estimated at 2842 

minutes, or 47.4 hours, however, the time required for the process was approximately 40 

hours. 
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Figure 4. VISE search process in Firefox running on Linux Ubuntu 18.04 

 

 

As noted in the section 2 Methods, the authors had greatest success with images transformed 

using IrfanView. In the indexing process, VISE generates compressed derivative image files 

which are used in the search and discovery interface. Images converted from TIFF to JPEG 

using GraphicsMagick and ImageMagick became severely rasterized upon undergoing the 

second compression through VISE. Images processed from TIFF to JPEG with IrfanView 

were not as rasterized. The authors completed a basic comparison of the image derivatives 

with JHOVE and found no obvious difference between image derivatives. 

 

3.1.2 Search 

The 102 searches across 13,728 images returned a total of 5,726 results averaging to 56 non-

zero results per search. Of these non-zero results, 1,647 were identified as true positives, 

producing an accuracy rate of 28.76%. (See table 1.) 

 
Table 1. Breakdown of search accuracy between search engines. Full results can be found in Appendix 2. 

Search 

Engine 

Total 

Images 

Searched 

Total 

Searches 

Total 

Non-Zero 

Results 

True 

Positives 

Accuracy 

Rate 

Mean Returns 

per Search 

(rounded to 

whole) 

Farmer’s 

Wife 

546 50 3,494 235 6.73% 70 

Western 

Rural 

trilogy 

13,182 52 2,232 1412 63.26% 43 

Total 13, 728 102 5,726 1,647 28.76% 56 
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The VISE score is calculated by the number of feature matches between images. These 

features are captured in the search engine indexing process; thus, whatever features are 

captured for an image are the only features available for image querying. These results 

support the author’s assumption that feature indexing is relative to the size of the image, such 

that small sections of an image have fewer indexing points. This is important to understand in 

interpreting the scores returned in a search. If searching a small section of an image, the score 

will always be lower than when searching a large section of an image because fewer features 

have been indexed. For example, the Steger Pianos advertisement (see figure 4) had an origin 

image score of 1185.000300 while the Maher & Groah advertisement (see figure 5) had an 

origin image score of 243.001600. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5. Image of Steger & Co. Manufactures advertisement as printed in the Western Rural and Livestock 

Weekly, November 26, 1896, page 1563. 
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Figure 6. Image of Maher & Groah advertisement as printed in the Western Rural, December 31, 1881, page 423. 

 

3.1.3 Baseline 

In realizing the low accuracy rate while iterating across searches, the authors identified 

imposing a baseline for positive matches for returns as a potential tactic to reduce irrelevant 

results. However, the authors concurrently found that some of the most crucial results to 

uncovering connections between content were hidden in those with a low score. A baseline, 

thus, would be difficult to impose across a collection without excluding potentially significant 

results. In an effort to support varying user needs, including potentially valuable results while 

not overloading users with false matches, the authors recommend an option to allow the user 

to choose whether to exclude results. 

 

Table 2 illustrates a baseline informed by the mean of the lowest scores that were still 

identified as true positive results. The lowest true positive results suggest that a baseline of 54 

may be reasonable for image queries on graphic or textual content. In opposition to this 

recommendation, figure 7 illustrates why these baselines would be unreasonable to impose 

upon a search, given the substantial outliers.  

 
Table 2. Mean of lowest true positive scores for the Farmer’s Wife, Western Rural trilogy, and total search 

engine results. 
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Search 

Engine 

Text Mean Lowest 

True Positive (rounded 

to millionth) 

Graphic Mean Lowest 

True Positive (rounded 

to millionth) 

All Lowest Mean True 

Positive (rounded to 

millionth) 

Farmer’s 

Wife 

45.300285 39.733527 41.960230 

Western 

Rural trilogy 

58.043552 72.272785 65.519296 

Total 52.116451 56.777900 53.970734 

 

 
Figure 7. Baseline outliers for the Farmer’s Wife, Western Rural trilogy, and total search engine results. See 

appendix 3 for detailed figure. 

 

3.1.4 Outliers 

As elucidated in the instance of the advertisement for Steger & Co. Manufactures (figure 5), if 

provided a large query region, searches will return a higher score. However, many of the 

searches the authors conducted were on small regions of text and small advertisements.  

 

Among these smaller advertisements selected to query was for Holstein Bulls of Home Fine 

Farm Stock Company. This search returned the following scores: 353 for origin, 119 for high 

true positive, 61 for low exact true positive, and 5 for low true positive. The low true positive 

is not an exact match; however, it is perhaps the most interesting. The low scoring match 

uncovered the source image used in the advertisement (see figure 8). Setting a reasonable 

baseline would exclude such a salient finding from discovery. 
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Figure 8. Image comparison of Holstein bull graphic search.   

 

Furthering the issue of imposing an effective baseline is an example of an advertisement for 

Sapolio, found across the Farmer’s Wife, 1917-1918. Illustrated in figure 9, Sapolio published 

one version of their advertisement in September 1917 and one month later published an 

advertisement with completely different graphical representation. Unlike the Holstein bulls 

results, these search results contained no exact matches but rather true matches, which 

aggregated different advertisement designs. Thus, all non-origin matches returned a 

significantly low score.  
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Figure 9. Results for search query of Sapolio advertisement as published in Farmer’s Wife, September 01, 1917. 

 

While possible to identify and impose a baseline, the authors are hesitant, even given further 

research, to recommend such. This preliminary research confirms the need to understand a 

collection and anticipate search results prior to setting requirements, such as excluding 

positive scores from search results. The difference between the few newspapers included in 

this research suggest that a baseline may be different depending upon the type of content (i.e., 

text or graphic) and size of the original newspaper page. As such, the authors purport that, 

setting an effective baseline may require analysis of individual collections, which feature 

other types of content (i.e., non-farm newspapers).  

 

3.2 Newspaper Discovery and Access Systems 

Given their natures as open source software, the authors have identified Open-ONI as a 

potential avenue for VISE integration. Open Online Newspaper Initiative (Open-ONI),xx an 

open source discovery and access software for newspapers, is built upon the now abandoned 

chronamxxi software, originally maintained by the LC. Alongside chronam, the Open-ONI 

fork is used by various institutions, ranging from the LC to the University of Oregon and Penn 

State. xxii  The aforementioned Bodleian Ballads provides access to the digital collections 
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through an interface for searching text, browsing, and viewing collections. With a separate 

user interface for image-based search discovery and access, users are faced with learning and 

adjusting to different environments. To streamline discovery of content between image- and 

text-based searching would require substantial revisions to both VISE and Open-ONI. Review 

of integrating VISE with discovery and access systems was only considered in the context of 

necessary future research, as noted in the section on Future Work, which addresses technical 

challenges of the integration process. 

4 FUTURE WORK 

Based upon this preliminary exploration, VISE serves as a foundation for indexing historic 

U.S. newspapers to provide users with access to unique graphics, ranging from ornate text and 

logos to images from various advertisements, all of which are either incorrectly rendered in 

OCR or overlooked completely. For further application to online newspaper collections, the 

authors propose future research into and modification of VISE that would enable integration 

into existing newspaper access platforms, such as the aforementioned, Open-ONI. Given its 

widespread popularity, successful implementation, and open-source nature, all which lend 

Open-ONI to continuous community-driven innovation, the authors propose future research to 

investigate how to incorporate VISE, coupled with an image API, as an additional access 

point for users of Open-ONI/chronam. Outside of open source digital newspaper access 

platforms, such as the aforementioned, many institutions, including the University of Illinois 

at Urbana-Champaign, University of California-Riverside, Central Michigan University, and 

the State Library of Virginia use Veridian Software. xxiii  This software offers unique and 

innovative features, such as crowd-sourced OCR text correction that make it widely popular 

for a number of institutions across the world. Given this popularity and innovative features, 

the authors propose discussions with Veridian staff to investigate the possibilities for image 

search with Veridian.  

 

Large-scale image searching, such as that enabled with VISE, serves as a foundation for 

increasing digital humanities research of image-rich collections. In its current state, however, 

VISE lends itself well to serendipitous search of single image queries. Building upon VISE’s 

strength in finding like image content, integration of an image API, such as those existing 

through the efforts of the International Image Interoperability Framework (IIIF), would 

further increase the capacity to find and aggregate image content.  

 

For successful integration into the lifecycle of discovery and access of newspapers, digital 

collection managers sometimes consider revising newspaper specifications in an effort to 

streamline workflows. If storing image access files, such as JPEG2000 images, for use of all 

discovery methods (i.e., text searching and image searching), collection managers may require 

the ability to distinguish between which images should be included in the image index and 

those which should be reserved solely for text-based search. An additional metadata field 

indicating whether an image should be indexed by VISE might be added to streamline 

processes which would otherwise require human intervention to select files for VISE 

indexing. This would enable efficient methods for curating image-searchable collections. 

 

While VISE serves as an informative starting point for discovery of content which may 

otherwise be hidden in the deluge of newspaper pages, substantial revisions are required to 

integrate the tool into existing newspaper discovery and access systems, and U.S.-based 

newspaper digitization specifications. The NDNP specification sets a precedent for file 

creation and organization. For functionality with US-based newspaper collections, revisions to 
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VISE include the ability to build an index for JPEG2000 images and from images layered in 

subdirectories. Furthermore, if VISE were considered valuable to discovery in preservation 

systems, the ability to indexing of TIFF images would also be required. The current process of 

converting images to JPEG without any hierarchy renders VISE difficult to use and requires 

collection managers to convert and manage an additional set of images that do not conform to 

national standards. Furthermore, VISE compresses and creates an additional set of images 

derived from the JPEGs which in turn requires additional file storage considerations. The 

requirement of additional files and storage for those files is not ideal and might be considered 

prohibitive for many institutions.  

 

Given that newspaper collections, albeit often comprised of historic and now bygone titles, 

are rarely static due to continued digitization and acquisition, the authors propose further 

investigation into adding to an existing image index to support. This would necessitate VISE 

provisioning the functionality to add content to existing search engines, as re-indexing all 

images would prove time consuming and inefficient. The possibility of manually combining 

search engines conducted on titles to form a single search engine for the entire collection is an 

additional topic for further investigation. The authors recognize that the latter method 

proposed would not prove efficient in a production environment. 

 

5 CONCLUSION 

 

VISE presents vast possibilities for researchers by providing another approach to searching 

across large newspaper collections. While the tool requires additional development for 

successful application, this research demonstrates a marked potential for VISE to support 

finding content otherwise lost in searching historic U.S. newspapers. In scoping this research, 

the authors anticipated that the extensive features present in a newspaper page (i.e., textual 

and graphic content) would overload the image index, making granular searches difficult. The 

author’s preliminary findings recommend that, while processing time and resources required 

to build the index are extensive, the search performance and added benefits, including the 

ability to search textual content, outweigh any preconceived disadvantages. As image 

searching becomes increasingly common to digital users, as seen with Google Image search, it 

behooves curators of image collections to implement the capacity to search the image content. 

Implementing image search into digital access platforms would bring digital libraries to the 

forefront of content discovery.  
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6 APPENDICIES  

6.1 Appendix 1: Detailed Computing Environments 

Operating 

System 

Storage 

(GB) 

RAM 

(GB) 

Processor Model Use 

Linux 300 32 
 

Ubuntu 18.04 VISE 

Linux 256 SSD 16 Intel core i7 2.6 GHz Ubuntu 18.04 VISE, 

ImageMagick 

macOS 256 SSD 8 Intel core i5, 2.9 GHz Macbook Pro 

(2018) 

VISE 

macOS 256 SSD 8 Intel core i5, 2.7 GHz Macbook Pro 

(early 2015) 

VISE 

macOS 
 

16 
 

MacMini (2015) GraphicsMagick 

Windows 10 5 TB 32 Intel Core i7 6800K 

3.4GHz (6-Core) 

N/A IrfanView 

 

6.2 Appendix 2: Preliminary Data Collection 

Each local VISE instance: 50 searches (30 graphic, 20 text) 

 

Title: Name of file 

Type of search [graphic, text]: The primary format of the image, either graphic (e.g. a boot, 

horse, can) or text (e.g. a company logo or column title in ornate script) 

Total non-zero results: The number of results that produced a score of >0 

Exact true positive: The number of times the exact image was found by VISE 

Total true positive: The number of times an exact or similar (e.g. the same item or text) was 

found by VISE 

Origin search score: The score VISE gives to the original image to itself, i.e. the first result. 

Highest score true positive: The highest score of any exact or similar image found by VISE. 

Lowest score [true positive]: The lowest score of any exact or similar image found by VISE. 

 
Farmer’s Wife searches 

Title 
Type of search 

[graphic, text] 
Total non-

zero results 
Exact true 

positive 
Total true 

positive 
Origin search 

score 
Highest score 

true positive 
Lowest score 

[true positive] 

039-FFW-1917-11-

01-138-single.jpg Graphic 77 1 13 565.0035 46.0001 4 

039-FFW-1917-03-

01-235-single.jpg Graphic 13 7 7 162.0035 34.0008 10.0001 

039-FFW-1918-11-

01-128-single.jpg Graphic 35 10 10 165.0034 52.0006 36.0004 

039-FFW-1917-02-

01-210-single.jpg Graphic 53 1 6 610.0035 127.0005 5 

039-FFW-1917-02-

01-203-single.jpg Graphic 17 3 3 244.0034 76.0004 55.0004 
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039-FFW-1917-11-

01-139-single.jpg Graphic 76 1 1 1067.0016 189.0001 189.0001 

039-FFW-1918-04-
01-276-single.jpg Graphic 15 5 5 172.0035 26.0004 7.0002 

039-FFW-1917-07-
01-038-single.jpg Graphic 8 2 5 338.0028 126.0004 4 

039-FFW-1918-02-
01-221-single.jpg Graphic 25 6 6 325.0035 42.0003 13.0001 

039-FFW-1917-04-
01-271-single.jpg Graphic 50 5 5 397.0037 46.0002 6.0001 

039-FFW-1918-04-
01-266-single.jpg Graphic 52 1 1 422.0039 92.0005 92.0005 

039-FFW-1918-03-

01-248-single.jpg Graphic 43 8 8 251.0031 88.0007 10.0001 

039-FFW-1917-12-

01-154-single.jpg Graphic 71 1 1 506.0035 81.0004 81.0004 

039-FFW-1918-11-

01-125-single.jpg Graphic 63 1 3 573.0036 120.0005 31 

039-FFW-1918-05-

01-290-single.jpg Graphic 67 1 11 525.0034 53.0002 16.0001 

039-FFW-1918-03-

01-251-single.jpg Graphic 145 1 3 837.0031 239.0007 39.0001 

039-FFW-1917-02-

01-213-single.jpg Graphic 79 1 6 643.0035 28.0001 10 

039-FFW-1917-01-

01-175-single.jpg Graphic 14 1 1 428.0019 90.0002 90.0002 

039-FFW-1917-09-

01-085-single.jpg Graphic 97 1 2 508.0038 108.0006 71.0003 

039-FFW-1918-10-

01-100-single.jpg Graphic 53 1 3 328.0037 52.0003 14.0001 

039-FFW-1918-10-

01-096-single.jpg Graphic 39 21 21 417.003 178.0009 142.0007 

039-FFW-1918-10-

01-101-single.jpg Graphic 170 1 2 1086.0044 104.0002 20 

039-FFW-1917-03-

01-240-single.jpg Graphic 39 1 1 282.0031 57.0004 57.0004 

039-FFW-1918-03-

01-236-single.jpg Graphic 15 7 7 222.0035 64.0006 8.0001 

039-FFW-1917-05-

01-299-single.jpg Graphic 16 3 3 117.0035 32.0006 19.0005 

039-FFW-1917-03-

01-243-single.jpg Graphic 50 1 2 384.0043 114.0008 7.0001 

039-FFW-1917-02-

01-221-single.jpg Graphic 42 5 9 466.0035 136.0007 55.0002 

039-FFW-1917-02-

01-205-single.jpg Graphic 59 1 1 231.0033 55.0004 55.0004 

039-FFW-1918-07-

01-039-single.jpg Graphic 59 0 1 474.0039 15.0001 15.0001 

039-FFW-1917-02-

01-203-single.jpg Graphic 77 1 1 672.0038 31.0001 31.0001 

039-FFW-1918-03-

01-239-single.jpg Text 191 2 2 524.0031 61.0003 61.0003 

039-FFW-1917-02-

01-203-single.jpg Text 141 4 4 143.0036 26.0001 14.0001 

039-FFW-1917-03-

01-243-single.jpg Text 103 3 3 503.0042 118.0006 92.0004 

039-FFW-1917-01-

01-174-single.jpg Text 63 11 11 208.0037 46.0002 12.0001 

039-FFW-1917-09- Text 126 1 3 1328.0025 11 11 
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01-081-single.jpg 

039-FFW-1918-11-

01-135-single.jpg Text 105 5 5 658.0026 25.0001 13.0001 

039-FFW-1917-10-

01-105-single.jpg Text 73 2 2 311.0031 108.0009 108.0009 

039-FFW-1918-05-

01-298-single.jpg Text 121 3 3 505.0033 94.0008 82.0007 

039-FFW-1918-04-

01-273-single.jpg Text 100 1 2 370.0028 19.0003 15.0002 

039-FFW-1918-02-

01-221-single.jpg Text 104 3 17 307.0026 89.0007 15 

039-FFW-1918-11-
01-132-single.jpg Text 35 6 6 351.0031 48.0003 16.0001 

039-FFW-1918-11-
01-125-single.jpg Text 95 1 1 354.0034 98.0008 98.0008 

039-FFW-1918-02-

01-207-single.jpg Text 73 1 3 369.0026 81.0005 18.0001 

039-FFW-1917-05-
01-301-single.jpg Text 154 1 1 670.0031 71.0002 71.0002 

039-FFW-1918-11-
01-123-single.jpg Text 113 2 2 483.0035 81.0004 72.0003 

039-FFW-1918-04-
01-273-single.jpg Text 20 9 9 175.0027 71.0005 54.0005 

039-FFW-1918-02-
01-217-single.jpg Text 47 2 5 340.0026 53.0005 17.0001 

039-FFW-1918-12-
01-150-single.jpg Text 37 5 5 216.0042 30.0004 7.0001 

039-FFW-1917-08-
01-059-single.jpg Text 89 1 1 456.004 113.0006 113.0006 

039-FFW-1917-01-
01-179-single.jpg Text 85 1 2 346.0031 69.0005 17.0001 

 
Western Rural titles 

Filename 
Type of search 

[graphic, text] 
Total non-

zero results 
Exact true 

positive 
Total true 

positive 
Origin search 

score 
Highest score 

true positive 
Lowest score exact 

true positive 

039-WRA-1894-03-

01-129-single.jpg graphic 23 1 16 1313.0015 7 4 

039-WRR-1881-07-

02-213-single.jpg graphic 16 12 12 938.0013 317 4 

039-WRR-1881-05-
21-165-single.jpg graphic 14 10 14 226.0016 50.0002 4 

039-WRL-1897-04-
22-507-single.jpg graphic 17 8 8 1513.0015 164.0001 112.0001 

039-WRL-1896-11-
26-1563-single.jpg graphic 74 4 4 4399.0013 1185.0003 1098.0003 

039-WRL-1896-07-

23-996-single.jpg graphic 11 11 11 516.0014 114.0002 58.0001 

039-WRL-1898-07-

07-853-single.jpg graphic 3 1 2 128.0015 4 4 

039-WRR-1868-03-

07-077-single.jpg graphic 22 1 9 1812.0016 8 4 

039-WRA-1892-07-

23-483-single.jpg graphic 9 1 2 1826.0041 5 5 

039-WRR-1880-12-

18-403-single.jpg text 15 15 15 137.0014 45.0003 19.0001 

039-WRL-1897-08-

12-1027-single.jpg graphic 25 2 2 1917.0017 255.0001 255.0001 
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039-WRL-1897-08-

12-1027-single.jpg graphic 6 2 2 180.0017 31.0002 31.0002 

039-WRL-1898-04-

28-544-single.jpg text 24 16 16 637.0009 199.0003 8 

039-WRL-1898-05-

26-672-single.jpg graphic 83 6 65 1366.0015 331.0003 139.0001 

039-WRL-1898-06-

30-832-single.jpg text 130 14 14 480.0014 115.0002 71.0001 

039-WRL-1898-06-

30-832-single.jpg text 14 14 14 75.0016 22.0002 6 

039-WRL-1898-07-

07-864-single.jpg text 141 8 8 592.0015 198.0002 166.0002 

039-WRL-1896-02-

27-316-single.jpg graphic 7 6 6 693.0015 127.0002 60.0001 

039-WRR-1883-09-
01-285-single.jpg graphic 5 5 5 296.0015 51.0001 42.0001 

039-WRR-1876-05-
06-147-single.jpg graphic 11 11 11 540.0017 43.0001 5 

039-WRA-1891-01-
17-048-single.jpg graphic 5 3 5 467.0014 115.0003 67.0001 

039-WRA-1885-09-
12-579-single.jpg text 107 87 87 108.0016 32.0002 4 

039-WRR-1880-01-

31-037-single.jpg text 38 26 26 184.0014 76.0002 26.0001 

039-WRR-1882-04-

29-137-single.jpg graphic/text 27 25 25 351.0015 76.0003 36.0001 

039-WRR-1882-10-

14-331-single.jpg text 13 13 13 165.0016 31.0002 17.0001 

039-WRR-1883-09-

01-283-single.jpg graphic 57 56 57 141.0013 27.0001 4 

039-WRA-1892-04-

09-241-single.jpg text 6 6 6 767.0015 186.0002 16 

039-WRL-1896-12-

10-1634-single.jpg graphic 41 38 41 202.0009 85.0002 23 

039-WRA-1894-07-

19-462-single.jpg graphic 11 11 11 904.0014 269.0002 195.0002 

039-WRA-1894-08-
02-496-single.jpg graphic 35 1 34 747.0015 10 4 

039-WRL-1897-07-
08-868-single.jpg graphic 24 16 24 409.0012 162.0001 114.0001 

039-WRR-1877-08-
18-263-single.jpg text 28 28 28 207.0015 48.0002 23.0001 

039-WRA-1885-02-

28-132-single.jpg graphic 23 23 23 186.0013 51.0001 6 

039-WRR-1881-11-

05-360-single.jpg graphic 64 64 64 349.0011 136.0001 5 

039-WRR-1883-03-

03-072-single.jpg text 200 200 200 122.0014 26.0001 7 

039-WRR-1882-12-

23-410-single.jpg graphic 26 26 26 330.0018 119.0002 57.0002 

039-WRR-1881-07-

09-223-single.jpg text 51 51 51 168.0013 68.0003 26.0001 

039-WRR-1882-05-

13-151-single.jpg graphic 7 7 7 191.0018 38.0002 12 

039-WRR-1881-12-

31-423-single.jpg graphic 10 10 10 243.0016 60.0002 39.0002 

039-WRR-1881-12-
17-407-single.jpg graphic 58 58 58 181.0015 15.0001 4 

039-WRR-1883-02-
10-048-single.jpg text 47 40 40 149.0012 58.0002 6 
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039-WRA-1885-09-

12-585-single.jpg text 96 52 52 115.0012 46.0002 26.0001 

039-WRA-1885-03-

07-156-single.jpg graphic 25 25 25 227.0015 94.0002 37.0001 

039-WRA-1885-05-

16-315-single.jpg graphic 34 33 34 353.0014 119.0003 61.0001 

039-WRA-1894-01-

18-047-single.jpg text 35 29 29 439.0013 178.0002 48 

039-WRL-1898-10-

13-1301-single.jpg graphic/text 36 1 15 1250.0017 14 5 

039-WRA-1885-06-

27-407-single.jpg graphic/text 55 49 49 510.0013 201.0002 32 

039-WRA-1885-04-

11-228-single.jpg text 18 18 18 140.0011 59.0003 25.0001 

039-WRL-1896-11-
19-1531-single.jpg text 89 2 2 1299.0015 312.0003 312.0003 

039-WRL-1896-11-
19-1532-single.jpg graphic/text 64 58 58 999.0013 356.0002 240.0001 

039-WRL-1896-11-
19-1527-single.jpg text 195 5 5 398.0015 114.0002 90.0001 

039-WRL-1897-10-
14-1312-single.jpg text 57 53 53 581.0015 198.0002 126.0001 

 

6.3 Appendix 3: Detailed baseline outliers for the Farmer’s Wife, Western Rural 

trilogy, and total search engine results 
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